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ROUND OF APPLAUSE FOR VAL DI FIEMME AT THE FIS MEETING IN ZURICH
THE SKI JUMPING AND NORDIC COMBINED RACES HAVE BEEN CONFIRMED

Congratulations from the FIS managers on the two disciplines in Val di Fiemme
Three Nordic Combined and two Ski Jumping races also next season
Fiemme Ski World Cup in Milan on 6th and 7th May for Tour de Ski 


Round of applause for Val di Fiemme at the recent FIS meeting in Zurich, where conclusions were drawn on the last Nordic Combined and Ski Jumping winter season starting to focus on next season. 
As a first point, a report has been made on all the venues that have organized competitive events. The balance sheet of Val di Fiemme – as regards the Nordic Combined races between the Ski Jump Arena of Predazzo and the Cross Country Stadium of Lago di Tesero – has been more than positive; after all, the three days of Nordic Combined in Val di Fiemme have been a point of reference in the calendar for many years. 
As far as Ski Jumping at the Ski Jump Arena of Predazzo is concerned, the Fiemme Ski World Cup committee – quoting the secretary general Cristina Bellante – was surprised (but not too surprised...) by the numerous compliments: "Excellent races", on the occasion of the great return after a few years of absence. The two disciplines have been confirmed for next season in the "cradle of Nordic skiing". The format will be the same: three Nordic Combined races and two Ski Jumping competitions with qualification round on Friday. The next 'stage' of the Fiemme Ski World Cup O.C. will be the meeting on 6th and 7th May in Milan concerning Tour de Ski. The goal is to create something even more attractive in view of the legendary Final Climb, the final stage – in agreement with the managers of FIS and Infront. For example, organizing a sprint race: "We don't want to compete with anyone, but we'll be ready", says Cristina Bellante; a format leading all the best athletes to the start of the last stage, which always has the highest ratings of the entire World Cup circuit. 

For further information: www.fiemmeworldcup.com      



